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Sharing Success: Thoughts from Tom Cortopassi
On behalf of Stanislaus and Corto, Maureen and I thank many of you who shared condolences and memories
upon the passing of my Uncle Dino Cortopassi in February. Dino treasured warm, personal relationships with
our restaurateur customers and would have been moved, as we were, with your love and support!
Before Dino’s untimely passing, I had just finished a La Trattoria column about how the pandemic has
strengthened the importance of personal connections. We held off printing this column in favor of a tribute to
Dino’s career. I still feel strongly about the relevancy of this message, and hope that it resonates with you. Enjoy!

Learning From a Cup of Coffee

business builders: Relationships
Engaging Social Media

5. Be passionate about the food you post! As long as you share
authentic passion, people feel it!
During the pandemic, many restaurants have occasionally
Above all, Joe’s photos and videos focus on providing
tempted regulars with mouthwatering food pictures on Social mouthwatering visual entertainment. Joe’s posts NEVER mention
Media. Joe Brignoni, owner of Joe’s Rotisseria in Roselle Park,
prices, discounts, or deals!
NJ, has turned this into a daily relentless artform. Without
Joe Brignoni, Owner
spending tons on advertising, here is how he has attracted over
Joe’s Rotisseria
60 thousand Instagram followers within six years:
Roselle Park, NJ
1. Invest in a nice digital camera/
smartphone (which also takes video)
and a lightbox or ring light. High
quality photographs and lighting
make your food look better online.
2. Post photos and videos of your
food, not stock photos. People eat first with their
eyes, and you want them hungry for your menu.
3. Post multiple times EVERY day. Early morning posts catch
folks as they check their phones. Hit them again in the afternoon,
when they think about dinner.
4. Be social on social media. Promptly thank every person who
comments on your photos. If you recognize customers, personalize
your response. Don’t be afraid to ask people to share your post.
Word of mouth is the best way to get a new customer.

Personal Connections
When personal relationships feel
more important than ever, Joe Mignano
especially enjoys welcoming young families.
One customer even wrote that Joe “always has high
fives, smiles, special treats, and congratulations for kids.”
With parental permission, Joe invites young guests to make their
own mini pizzas side by side with him while he makes their family’s
full-sized version. When twin toddlers who couldn’t say “Vinnie’s,”
nicknamed Joe “Mimi”, Joe surprised their mom with tiny t-shirts
printed “Mimi’s Pizza.” Bravo!
Joe Mignano, Owner
Vinnie’s Pizzeria
Troy, PA

Share your proven business-building tips and if we publish your idea, we’ll send you $100! Your tip can deal with any aspect of your business as
long as it has added to your success. While we would like to give you credit, we will respect your wishes to remain anonymous if you prefer.

like yours and mine, it has a much
richer meaning.
Beyond the pain and hardship it has caused, the continuing
I believe the reason that many Independent businesses enjoy
pandemic has brought what is most important in life,
extraordinary customer (and employee) loyalty is the presence of handsespecially meaningful relationships, into sharper focus.
on leaders who actively model the importance of connecting personally
with every customer, every visit.
I believe that this “sharpening” is actually strengthening the
strategic advantage that many Independents have over larger,
Like the team at the Independent coffee store, in my experience,
cheaper, less-personal competitors – focus on reinforcing
most employees actually prefer working where the quality of
meaningful relationships with their regulars, day after day, year
their contribution is measured, recognized, and rewarded. Their
after year.
satisfaction is even higher when surrounded by like-minded team
members focused, not just on “doing business”, but on making a
I recently saw an example of this Independent advantage
real difference in the lives of their customers.
firsthand. Just before the holidays, Maureen and I celebrated our
anniversary in California’s Napa Valley. At the recommendation
The reason that “building customer relationships” remains a
of a friend, we stopped by their favorite local coffee store –
competitive advantage for Independents is that chains don’t have
the Napa Valley Coffee Roasting Company – to get our morning
an owner running the place. Being present gives hands-on leaders
cup of coffee.
the continual opportunity to:
1) Personally model for employees through their own actions
What struck me during our visit, besides the warm aroma of
exactly how they want each customer to be treated every time.
freshly roasted beans and the cheerful, energetic staff, was the line
2)
Constantly remind each individual employee how consistently
out the door of regulars patiently waiting their turn.
exceeding
customer expectations keeps customers coming
Meanwhile, the well-known coffee chain directly across the street
back,
despite
whatever challenges the business might face.
was less than a quarter full. In the past, I have purchased coffee
3)
Provide
regular
feedback to each team member about why and
from this chain and can attest that it has pretty good coffee and
how
their
role
directly
impacts customer expectations.
their employees are usually pleasant and professional.
4) Observe employees performing their jobs at a high level and
So why was one place full and the other nearly empty?
praise their efforts. A well-deserved “pat on the back” is a
Beyond the fact that the coffee was outstanding, the next obvious
reward that is often appreciated more than money.
difference was the attitude of the employees. Rather than ringing
On the other hand, if you think about it, big chains are built
anonymous transactions, I watched team members smiling, making around uniformity, efficiency, and impersonality. Not only do they
eye contact and greeting arriving regulars, asking guests about
lack the power of “l’occhio del padrone” onsite, their cultures are
family (or even pets), or making newcomers like me feel welcomed actually impersonal by design.
and appreciated. You could tell this team loves their craft and
By the way, the coffee was so good that we stopped in all
sharing it with customers.
three
mornings of our trip, and I truly felt like a “regular” before
There is an old Italian proverb popular with restaurateurs:
finishing
my second cup!
“L’occhio del padrone, ingrassa il cavallo.” (Under the owner’s
Until
next time,
watchful eye, the horse adds weight.) Literally, when the horse’s
owner is nearby, farm hands keep it properly fed.
While some take this to mean “When the cat’s away, the
Tom Cortopassi, President and Co-Owner
mice will play,” I believe that for Independent businesses
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La Vera Cucina:

Nittany Pizza, York, PA

Nocatole

brands become available, Tom conducts
blind side-by-side tastings with key guests.
Without revealing which ingredient type is
being compared, Tom serves them pairs of
bite-sized samples of finished dishes made
identically with competing brands. Only
when new versions are broadly preferred does
Tom upgrade.
Another secret to Tom’s success is
that he tastefully promotes all his
vegan “baked to order” sandwiches
together in their own menu section.
To non-vegans, the difference may
seem subtle. But especially for potential
guests previewing his menu online, seeing
vegan-friendly items treated as “house
specialties” rather than menu afterthoughts
(“Vegan options available”) provides them
greater confidence in giving Tom’s place a try.
Another reason why Tom’s “baked
to order” sandwiches are especially
popular with all customers is that
bread always tastes best warm
from the oven. To maximize bread
freshness, his oven-hot “sub rolls” are
actually oblong doughy flatbreads parbaked
in advance. Then, as soon as a sandwich is
ordered, the flatbread pops into the pizza
oven for a minute, before being wrapped
longwise around the sandwich fillings. Not
only does the hot bread smell and taste
heavenly, its warmth also helps the aroma
of sandwich contents
“bloom” as well.
Nittany Pizza is far
from 100% vegan.
But finding truly
flavorful ways
to accommodate
specialized dietary
preferences including
vegan has helped
Tom attract an
especially loyal, diverse
customer base!

For restaurateur Paul Cataldo, whose family owns Antonio’s Ristorante in
Elkhart, IN, the aroma of Calabrian Nocatole (no-cah-toll-eh) fried at Christmas
or baked at Easter brings back warm childhood memories of helping his Nonna
Concetta cook back in Calabria. As Paul says, every Calabrian village has its
own version of this holiday bread, whose sweet dough is fried and rolled in
sugar at Christmas or baked into various shapes for Pasqua (Easter).

Ingredients:
28 grams fresh active dry yeast
½ cup warm water
3 ½ cups all purpose flour
1 ¾ cups water
½ cup sugar
¼ cup olive oil
2 large eggs

Instructions:
Measure and set aside ½ of each ingredient, including one egg, for use on
the second day.
Using the first half of the ingredients, place fresh active dry yeast in warm
water. Let sit for 10 minutes until hydrated and creamy.
Add yeast mixture to large mixing bowl. Add flour, water, sugar, oil, and
one egg to bowl. Mix by hand until dough begins to cling to itself. Then
knead by hand until dough becomes uniformly smooth throughout. Place
dough in bowl, cover with cheesecloth, and allow to rest on counter at room
temperature overnight.
The next day, repeat the process with the second half of the ingredients and
then knead together with first day’s dough. Cover and rest 15 minutes.
On lightly floured surface, cut and hand-roll cigar sized pieces of dough to
form various shapes, including circles, crosses, or braids. Let the shapes rest
and rise.
At Christmas, once risen, fry shapes in oil, like doughnuts until golden
brown. Roll finished shapes in sugar (or cinnamon-sugar). Place finished
nocatole in ziplock bags to help preserve freshness.
At Easter, once risen, place shapes on baking pans and bake at 350 degrees
until golden brown. If desired, brush baked nocatole shapes, hot from the
oven, with an egg wash. Roll in colored sprinkles if desired.
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Key ideaS:
Employee-Focused Recruiting
“What’s Different About Us?”
To many potential job recruits, typical restaurant “help wanted” announcements are
boring. According to Bruce Irving’s “Pizza Marketing Podcast,” rather than “We have
openings at $XX per hour,” workers yearn to hear “What’s in it for me?” And beyond
hourly wages, most employees want “to make a difference in a place that makes a
difference” to its customer community.

We’re Hiring!!! I know, I know, lot of people are
hiring. What’s different about us?
A. Make and eat some of the best pizzas
made by some of the best crew. Woodfired,
Detroit inspired, NY style, and a few other
secret styles coming up!
B. Work with an amazing team that’s got
talent and passion for what they do…
from pizza making to eating to cocktails to
service to desserts. We work hard and we
have fun!
C. All our positions pay $XX to $YY an hour
after tips. Yes, even the prep team and
dishwasher. They’re important parts of the
team too.
D. Know the story of our “secret staff member”!
E. Get 50% off your bill at our restaurant.
And a free drink each shift. And get kicked out when we close!
F. Work with a team that cares about each other and their local and global community. And we
show it through local staff outings, fundraisers, charity events, and all sorts of other secret
stuff coming up that I can’t talk about yet…but it’s going to be big!
So whaddya think? You interested? Know someone who is? Reach out with your resume and
let’s get you on our team!
Combined with staff referral rewards, heartfelt personal ads like this one helped Derrick
overcome the current labor shortage in order to staff a whole new location! Bravo!
				
Derrick Tung, Owner
					
Paulie Gee’s Logan Square
					
Chicago, IL

“Scan to Follow Us on Social”
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La Trattoria’s proven ideas come from successful Independent restaurateurs like you.
What are you doing differently in your business (besides making great food) that
adds to your success?! If we publish your idea, we’ll send $100 to say “Grazie!”
Call me, La Trattoria Editor Steve Rouse, at (800) 328-8667!
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If we publish your idea, we’ll send you $100!

Visit our Restaurateur Only website for information about our company
and products, family recipes, plus multiple issues of La Trattoria!
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That why we especially liked this message from pizzeria owner Derrick Tung
which explains exactly why Paulie Gee’s Logan Square is such a cool place to
belong!

Visit Our Business-Building Library Online!
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Within its eclectic college neighborhood,
Nittany Pizza is known among York, PA,
locals for great traditional pizza and is also
popular among the area’s tightknit vegan
community. Since owner Anathanasios “Tom”
Drivas first added especially flavorful vegan
options to his traditional menu a decade ago,
sales in both categories have steadily grown.
In fact, vegan items now account for a full
25% of Tom’s sales.
In many areas, a small but growing number
of consumers face a variety of dietary
limitations. When friends or family with
multiple “dining styles” gather, finding
mutually agreeable eateries where even
“alternate” dishes taste awesome can be a
challenge. One such place is Nittany Pizza.
Tom’s secret to winning over vegan
tastebuds is exactly the same as
attracting traditional eaters – making
each dish its most exceptionally
flavorful…period. Tom’s inspiration
for adding really flavorful vegan dishes to his
“traditional” menu came from growing up
in a strictly Greek Orthodox family. Meat
was a staple five days a week. However, on
meatless Wednesday and Friday “fast days,”
Tom helped his mother prepare equally
flavorful meals entirely from plant-based
ingredients. In the Drivas’ home, separate
cooking pans and implements kept “fast day”
dietary separations complete.
Understanding that many
vegans have similar sensitivities
about avoiding ingredient
“cross-contact,” Tom lets guests
know that his vegan offerings
are prepped with their own dedicated
cooking utensils, prep surfaces, and
even half his grill.
Beyond sourcing 100% plantbased ingredients for that menu
portion, Tom constantly upgrades
their quality and flavor, regardless of
cost. Whenever new vegan ingredient
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